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Summary 
Catalyst 
Omdia’s postpandemic trade interviews highlighted that 39% of premium content owners will be focusing 
on improving production quality and safeguarding profitability, enhancing multidimensional localized 
versions for single media asset at scale, and investing in an ultra-low-latency-based workgroup collaboration 
anywhere ecosystem in the next 18–24 months to meet changing business-continuity requirements. Also, 
as margins come under pressure, 35% of broadcasters, sports franchises, and digital service providers with a 
direct-to-consumer growth strategy will be expanding their remote production capabilities to strengthen 
their local and regional reach in the long term. These changing macro- and microeconomic factors will pave 
the way for embracing an IP-based remote production workflow to provide tomorrow’s premium content 
owners with cost savings, operational efficiencies, business continuity, and Tier 1 production quality at 
scale, pushing adoption of remote centralized production on IP beyond media enterprises to enterprise 
video segments to deliver highly tailored engagement rates. 

Omdia view 
Remote production on IP is forecast to grow at 60% or more annually in the next four years. Business-
continuity pressure resulting from the ongoing pandemic is one of the core drivers of this, but higher 
adoption will be witnessed in 2021 and 2022. This will be primarily attributable to higher penetration across 
the enterprise video segment, a shift toward 2L (local live) asset repository, and the end of life of existing 
production workflows. The hybrid delivery route will be highly preferred because it offers resilience, and a 
conservative procurement approach by CXOs/CIOs, with growing decentralization of production and the 
creative professional portfolio, IP (both open and private), will be prominent across not just advanced but 
emerging economies. Furthermore, the accelerated spend from technology vendors to support 
multigeneration IP systems, standards, and protocols along with delivering an ultra-low-latency-based 
transport ecosystem will further boost penetration regionally and locally. North America and Europe, the 
Middle East, and Africa (EMEA) will be the growth frontiers, followed by Asia Pacific (especially India and 
China), over the next two to three years. Finally, Tier 1 companies are the early adopters, but Tier 2 and Tier 
3—especially across sports franchises, music, film entertainment, and enterprise video—will be prominent 
segments embarking on the transformation journey to large-scale remote production on IP to reduce total 
cost of ownership (TCO) and to reach and exploit new monetization avenues. 

Key messages 
▪ The global total available market (TAM) for TV and video remote production will triple to reach $3 

billion by 2024. 

▪ The IP delivery route will be the fastest growing, constituting an estimated 35% of total TAM by 
2024. 

▪ The core drivers of remote production on IP will be cost-effective production at scale without 
compromising quality, a higher volume of localized tailored content with no additional people 
costs, and the need for better resource retention and utilization rates. 
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▪ The main adoption challenges in the next two to three years will be traditional live production 
workflow long-tail lock-in periods, a conservative procurement approach by CXOs and CIOs, 
nonstandardized multigeneration protocols, and the lack of tangible ROI use cases. 

▪ The key differentiators in this space in 2020 are unified network, media asset, data, and file 
monitoring; ultra-low-latency transport; virtualization of the TV and video logistics workflow; and 
managed remote production operations center (RPOC) as a service. 

▪ Direct sales is the prominent go-to-market (GTM) strategy followed by the majority of vendors in 
this space. 

▪ Sports and news broadcasters are the early adopters of remote production on IP globally in 2020. 

▪ Music (live concerts) and enterprise video (town halls, corporate communications) are the next 
growth frontiers. 

▪ North America and EMEA are the leading markets, but Asia Pacific, especially India and China, will 
be the fastest emerging in the next two to three years. 

▪ Usage-based (per event, hourly, per channel) and subscription-based (monthly, annual) pricing are 
preferred. 

▪ Tata Communications, and LTN Global are the market leaders with strong long-term strategic 
roadmaps, Tier 1 referenceable customer portfolios, exponential annual growth rates, and 
diversified geographical footprints. 

▪ Robust, scalable, and future ready transformation (IP, cloud, and virtualization), and real-time 
transport capabilities result into NetInsight, and Zixi securing the market challenger positioning. 
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Recommendations 
Recommendations for enterprises 
Shifting from event-based remote production toward a continuous ongoing transformation on IP is vital to 
derive better long-tail ROI and reduce the risks of legacy live TV and video production write-off including 
outside-broadcast vans, initial onsite setup, and human resource logistics. Also, as enterprises move into 
fragmented live TV and video production dynamics, building multifaceted centralized remote production 
will be essential to improve competitive edge. Although cost synergies will be the main advantage of 
migrating to a remote production on IP ecosystem, it will also enable enterprises to create more 
multilocalized versions without compromising production quality, improve utilization and talent retention, 
and improve reach engagement rates. Finally, the core vendor procurement strategy should be woven 
around the following: 

▪ A strong Tier 1 referenceable customer portfolio across diverse geographies and segments (especially 
enterprise video) 

▪ Multifaceted IP systems, standards, and protocols support 

▪ Unified monitoring capabilities of network and single media asset lifecycle at scale 

▪ End-to-end security and compliance, supporting multidimensional workgroup collaboration anywhere 

▪ Guaranteed ultra-low-latency (300ms) transport backed by service level agreements (SLAs) on both 
open and private IP delivery routes 

▪ Functionality to create localized versions at a lower TCO 

Recommendations for vendors 
A highly flexible tailored pricing approach (per event, hour, channel, or location) is essential to enhance 
customer acquisition rates in the long run. On the other hand, building a niche partner ecosystem across the 
remote production value chain is essential to strengthen footprint across newer markets and improve 
customer retention rates. Automation and orchestration, tightly embedded mobile integration 
functionality, managed RPOC as a service, cognitive services (AI), and a horizontally diversified professional 
services portfolio will be primary differentiators in the next two to three years. Finally, building a vertically 
integrated customer base (i.e., beyond Tier 1 premium content owners such as sports and news 
broadcasters) will be vital to reduce business continuity and cashflow margin risks in the short-to-medium 
term. 
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Defining and exploring remote 
production on IP 
Definition and characteristics 
Remote production on IP is not a single technology or ICT service but a transformative ecosystem 
encompassing multifaceted workflows within media acquisition, archiving, contribution, and preparation 
and headend distribution modules embedded at one or more centralized or decentralized (home-based 
production workstations, devices, and systems) facilities and leveraging an IP delivery route. Thus, the 
definition is as follows: 

▪ Primarily, it is transport of live video from field/source locations to a centralized production/newsroom 
facility or to the cloud for processing, utilizing contribution services on IP. 

▪ Second, a remote centralized or in-home (decentralized) production/newsroom facility, where creative 
professionals leverage a unified enterprise applications portfolio such as editing, close captioning, 
encoding/transcoding, rendering, resource scheduling, subtitling, and on-air graphics, is delivered to 
diverse workgroups on IP to enable them to collaboratively create multiple personalized and localized 
versions of a single media asset. 

▪ Finally, processed live video is transported to headend affiliates, over-the-top (OTT), or to content 
delivery networks (CDN) for distribution to consumers on IP. 

Key capabilities 
A remote production on IP ecosystem is highly fragmented and complex with the majority of capabilities 
falling under three main categories: 

▪ Creating an ultra-low-latency single media asset transport and logistics workflow on IP to accelerate 
real-time editing, version creation, and workgroup collaboration and to exploit new monetization 
avenues for timebound projects such as sports, live concerts, news, town halls, investor 
communications, new product launches, and music and film awards 

▪ Preintegrated and scalable production and back-office tools, systems, and solutions with both 
upstream and downstream workflows, for example, ERP, CRM, data warehousing, media acquisition, 
archiving, and distribution to headend, enabling operational productivity on IP everywhere 

▪ Building a multidimensional backup and disaster recovery roadmap with managed and professional 
services to accelerate continuous reliable production quality at lower TCO (i.e., more content 
repository with no additional overhead expenses) 

Omdia believes that 11 capabilities are primary and secondary in building a highly scalable and sustainable 
remote production on IP ecosystem. However, these five functionalities are key for vendors today to secure 
a long-tail customer portfolio: 

▪ Real-time TV and video transport with ultra-low latency and negligible packet loss 
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▪ Browser, open source, and cost-effective real-time editing and version creation 

▪ Monitoring of network and end-to-end single media asset lifecycle (file, data, video, audio) 

▪ Managing multigeneration IP standards and protocols (codecs) along with cloud and virtualization 
transformation 

▪ Security and compliance 

Table 1: 

Technology 
functionality 

Capability description 

Real-time TV and video 
transport 

Ultra-low-latency transfer of media assets from in-stadium to either a 
centralized facility or a remote workstation at home, or from a standalone 
location to the CDN headend, includes signal processing plug-ins 

Monitoring, analytics, 
and reporting 

Monitoring and analytics across the remote production workflows, systems, 
single media asset lifecycle, and network nodes 

IP, cloud, virtualization 
transformation 

Transformation functionalities supporting IP standards, protocols, cloud 
migration, and virtualization of applications to the edge 

AI support Capabilities around AI/ML 

Production workgroup 
collaboration anywhere 

Resource planning, scheduling, compression, encoding/transcoding 

Version creation 
scalability everywhere 

Project management, remote collaboration, editing, closed captioning, and 
so on 

Backup and disaster 
recovery 

Capabilities around failure and disaster recovery of packets, data, files, and 
so on 

Multisource capture, 
ingest, storage 

Capture, ingest, storage, and media asset management from multiple 
repositories and sources 

Automation and 
orchestration 

Automation and orchestration (also managed layer across the remote 
production ecosystem) 

Security and 
compliance 

Protection from access and prelaunch asset theft 

Integrated managed 
and professional 
services 

A professional and managed services portfolio including consulting, system 
integration, and architecture design 
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Business value and applications 
As a live TV and video asset repository becomes the flagship engagement tool in today’s highly fragmented 
and competitive direct-to-consumer OTT services segment, cost synergies have been the primary business 
driver for remote production on IP. Furthermore, as margins came under pressure—thanks to a surge in 
investments across premium timebound projects (sports, news, music, film, live enterprise video), bringing 
a requirement to enhance engagement rates and safeguard ARPU—reducing the cost of production and 
distribution without compromising quality became essential. Historically, most premium content owners 
(such as broadcasters, digital service providers, pure-play OTT TV and video services, sports franchises, and 
enterprises) followed a legacy roadmap of an abundance of production and creative people with an onsite 
presence. With the cost of content acquisition rising steadily, travel, logistics, and local contractor overhead 
expenses led to a sharp reduction of profitability margins for live events. Therefore, reducing these costs 
through remote production on IP has been the primary business value in the past four to five years for most 
premium content owners. 

Acquisition and retention of talent demands operational efficiencies, that is, production of high-volume 
localized and personalized versions of single media assets at scale from a centralized facility without 
offsetting quality in real time. The legacy live-production model demanded higher dependencies on local 
and regional talent with extensive travel and logistics requirements, leading to attrition over a three-to-five 
year span. The centralized production facility not only improves work-life balance but also enables the 
contracting of people across both production and editing workflows from anywhere. Furthermore, unified 
access to multifaceted contribution, production, and creative workflows at scale enables operational 
efficiencies and productivity in the long run. 

Thus, cost savings, production efficiencies, business continuity, and quality at scale are the four core 
advantages from remote production on IP in 2020. On the business front, public and private broadcasters 
with a strong focus in sports and news are the early adopters of remote production on IP globally, followed 
by digital services providers and sports franchises. The second wave of adoption will primarily be driven by 
enterprise video, music, and film entertainment segments pushing toward a virtualized studio approach to 
strengthen their local and regional market penetration. 
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Figure 1: Remote production on IP, adoption dynamics 
across business segments, 2020 
Figure 1: Remote production on IP, adoption dynamics across business segments, 20201 
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Market landscape and 
participants 
Market origin and dynamics 
Remote production has been around for almost a decade, with sports and local news driving the initial 
adoption curve to improve cost savings in the short-to-medium term. Most early movers into this space 
have leveraged a hybrid delivery route for their remote production ecosystem (i.e., a combination of fiber, 
satellite, and IP networks). Because timebound projects such as sports and news demand a highly resilient 
and ultra-low-latency content supply chain, building a multidimensional delivery route became the de facto 
norm among premium content owners, with fiber and satellite controlling, on average, 95% in the past five 
years. Furthermore, low network bandwidth is still one of the key challenges when migrating to IP, 
especially in most emerging markets, but as margins come under pressure, and with the need for business 
continuity emphasized by the COVID-19 pandemic, the gradual push is toward adopting either centralized 
or decentralized remote production on open or private IP networks. 

In 2019, Omdia highlighted that the TAM for remote production was worth $515 million, with the IP 
delivery route accounting for 11% of the total. The legacy internal and external challenges have hindered 
the growth of adoption of both open and private IP-based remote production: 

▪ Traditional premium content owners still have a conservative procurement approach across the 
live production workflow. 

▪ Remote production on IP is a highly capital-intensive transformation project involving massive 
complexities to converge the production capacity of 45–50 outside broadcast vans into a single 
centralized hub (i.e., vision mixers, routers, graphics, and equipment). Furthermore, the difference 
in write-off for these legacy capex expenditures (OB vans) on a year-on-year basis in comparison 
with reduction in TCO through remote production on IP is crucial. 

▪ Media enterprises have been continually involved in diverse transformation journeys such as SD to 
HD to UHD, SDI to IP, and finally, on-premises to cloud. Thus, long-tail tangible use cases are 
essential to accelerate adoption of this further large-scale transformation project across the 
premium content owner segment. 

▪ As 4K/8K content repositories become the norm across the live TV and video engagement 
landscape, consistent bandwidth across multiple workgroup locations is vital. 

▪ Existing live-production workflows have long lock-in periods with TCO spread across a minimum 7–
10 year lifecycle. 

▪ Poor interoperability and operational efficiencies arise from multigenerational production 
workflows and equipment complexities. 

▪ In-house remote production on IP is still dominant because of security and compliance-based 
leakages such as single media asset lifecycle (file, data, video, audio) duplication, unaccounted 
access, and collaborative risks. 
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Key trends in the remote production on IP market 
The global TV and video remote production segment TAM is forecast to reach $1 billion with year-on-year 
growth of 86% in 2020. Fiber is the largest delivery route for a remote production ecosystem today with 
almost 56% of market share, followed by satellite (28%). IP will be the smallest but fastest emerging in a 
couple of years but accounts for 16% in 2020. There is a growing push from media technology vendors to 
support IP-based remote production workflow. In September 2020, Primestream upgraded its flagship 
recording and playout capabilities to support remote IP protocols. Although there has been an aggressive 
push toward the IP delivery route, most premium content owners are still using a loosely coupled 
ecosystem (i.e., not all remote production workflow is embedded on IP). Some of the significant trends 
witnessed in this market for the past 12–18 months are as follows: 

▪ Enterprise video and Tier 2 premium content owners are aggressively pushing toward unified 
cloud-based remote production on IP workflows. 

▪ Creating multifaceted centralized facilities supporting legacy and next-generation IP standards is a 
key focus to reduce inefficiencies and insufficiencies in the long run. 

▪ Managed remote production on IP is prominent across digital service providers and pre- and 
postproduction segments globally. 

▪ In the broadcasting space, the public TV segment is witnessing the slowest adoption thanks to a 
complex legacy infrastructure and pressure on margins. 

Future market development 
The global TAM for remote TV and video production on IP is forecast to reach $1.1 billion with a CAGR of 
62% in the next four years (2020–24). The IP delivery route will be the second largest and fastest growing, 
contributing more than 35% of TAM by 2024. However, the overall remote production segment is forecast 
to reach $3 billion with a CAGR of 33% between 2020 and 2024. 

Because focus will be centered predominantly on creating a hybrid, scalable, and converged remote 
production ecosystem, both centralized and decentralized, the way is paved for accelerated investment in 
infrastructure, solutions, and ICT services, enabling ultra-low-latency virtualized remote production at the 
edge. Furthermore, niche cloud-native architecture-based partnership enhancement will become vital for 
improving customer retention rates (e.g., Bit Central and 755 browser-based editing at scale). Also, 
virtualization of remote production applications at the edge to reduce latency and time to market and to 
exploit new monetization avenues will slowly but surely become the de facto norm in the next two to three 
years. A good example is Tata Communications’ decentralized virtual TV and video asset version factory at 
the edge to meet tomorrow’s changing business requirements. Because real-time editing and localized 
personalized version creation anywhere, everywhere will be pivotal in accelerating engagement rates and 
safeguarding average revenue per advertiser (ARPA), embracing 5G-embedded production workflows will 
be an essential differentiator in the next two to three years. Finally, preintegration with remote audience 
engagement will be a core competency offered by most vendors in this space to increase customer 
acquisition rates along with local and regional market diversification. A good example is prepackaged 
remote audience engagement for live events based out of households (e.g., news, election campaigns, 
immersive in-stadium fan experience from anywhere). 
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Figure 2: Global remote production on IP, total 
addressable market, 2020–24 
Figure_2_Global_remote_production_on_IP_total_addressable_market_2020_242 

  

Vendor landscape 
Remote production on IP is a highly competitive landscape because most vendors offer single or 
multifaceted value propositions. Omdia believes that the fragmentation of the vendor landscape will further 
accelerate, offering niche capabilities addressing core business priorities, in the next two to three years. 
Furthermore, as the market witnesses exponential growth because of current business-continuity needs, a 
surge in enterprise video and local live asset repositories, and the end of life of existing live-production 
systems will push vendors to build functionalities across IP contribution, transport, editing, workgroup 
collaboration, version creation, and headend distribution. However, Omdia believes that building these 
capabilities in siloes would simply be to extend their existing value proposition across the content supply 
chain. Therefore, for the vendors discussed in this Omdia Market Radar, remote production on IP rather 
than extension of their current functionalities is at the center of their flagship product development and 
growth strategy. The capabilities offered by the vendors are summarized in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Omdia heatmap for the remote production on IP 
market, October 2020 

  
▪ IP, cloud, and virtualization transformation are advanced capabilities, and continuous investment in 

R&D is one of the leading focus areas for all the vendors except EditShare, which has a narrow 
product offering. 

▪ Almost all the vendors are ranked as either strong or very strong on the long-term strategic 
roadmap assessment criterion. 

▪ The average growth of remote production on IP business activity for most of the vendors is thus far 
close to 50% annually, exceeding the forecast in 2019. 

▪ All of these vendors have a technology and ICT services portfolio upgrade cycle based on market 
drivers and have been early movers into this space. 
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Both Tata Communications, and LTN Global are being ranked market leaders attributed to their strong long-
term strategic road maps, Tier 1 referenceable customer portfolios, exponential annual growth rates, and 
diversified geographical footprints. Furthermore, both these vendors have advanced capabilities around 
real-time TV & video transport, managed & professional services along with continuous acceleration of 
capabilities around virtualization of remote production ecosystem. NetInsight and Zixi although have 
narrow remote production on IP capabilities due to their robust, scalable, and future ready transformation 
(IP, cloud, and virtualization), and real-time transport capabilities enabled them to secure market challenger 
positioning in 2020. Finally, EditShare has a niche market positioning in this ecosystem due to their due to 
advanced automation & orchestration capabilities along with highly differentiated partner and strong 
customer portfolio. 
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Vendors on the Omdia Market 
Radar in remote production on 
IP 
On the Radar: Tata Communications 

Omdia view 
Tata Communications has a highly diversified referenceable customer portfolio of Tier 1 premium content 
owners. With the market still at a nascent stage, the company has a strong market-driven growth approach 
and offers a hybrid deployment configuration framework (fiber, satellite, and IP) to build customer loyalty 
rates and reduce revenue leakage attributable to inconsistent quality of service. The company has 
aggressively shifted from the legacy, event-based model toward a recurring-revenue model. The virtualized 
modular remote production hub, designed to operate at scale anywhere, everywhere, will help Tata 
Communications to secure not just Tier 1 but also Tier 2 and Tier 3 customers, especially in emerging 
markets, in the next 18–24 months. 

Key messages 
▪ The company has 36 TV and video connect points of presence (POPs) globally, with North America and 

Asia Pacific accounting for 80% in 2020. There will be steady expansion in Latin America in the next 12–
18 months. 

▪ Its unique value proposition lies in providing premium content owners with highly resilient, global-
scale and low-latency distributed production workgroup collaboration at lower TCO: 

▪ Sports, news broadcasters, and franchises are the core business segments for Tata 
Communications, which has a diversified Tier 1 customer portfolio including MotoGP, Sky, Star 
India, Astro, Vice Media, PGA European Tour, World Rally Championship, and Sony Network 
Pictures India. 

▪ It has a highly localized and horizontally integrated pricing model with fees based on usage (per GB), 
per event, and per channel. 

▪ The vertically differentiated professional services portfolio includes contribution and distribution 
workflow architecture design, prebundled mobile broadcast integration, and onsite services offerings 
for monitoring and connectivity. 

▪ Tata Communications has followed a cloud-native framework-based partner ecosystem expansion 
approach (i.e., addition of niche agile workgroup collaboration, production platform, and live video 
logistics vendors). 

▪ The customer segmentation mix is slightly concentrated with a sports focus, and steady diversification 
into Tier 2 and Tier 3 markets is essential in a highly fragmented and nascent market. 
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Why put Tata Communications on your radar? 
Omdia’s postpandemic trade interviews revealed that Tier 2 and Tier 3 premium content owners will be the 
fast-emerging adopters of remote production on IP workflow. Most of these global enterprises will 
predominantly follow a procurement cycle around flexible pricing, local and regional support, and event-
based hybrid deployment configuration (fiber, satellite, and IP). Furthermore, as investments in local live 
sports, informative and entertainment TV, and video assets surge, to reduce the cost of content acquisition 
as margins come under pressure, enterprises will be pushed to leverage a managed, scalable, and modular 
end-to-end remote production workflow. Tata Communications’ four-pillar roadmap encompasses 

▪ A low-latency live video logistics workflow on IP built on its private network backbone 

▪ Cloud-native media acquisition, archiving, production, and distribution workflows integration 
comprising ingest, archive management, storage, encoding, editing (in-house live-video offering), and 
production asset management 

▪ Virtualization of a multifaceted remote upstream content supply chain at the edge to assist in 
developing a decentralized production hub even where there is low bandwidth 

▪ Managed disaster recovery and secured transport of media assets on IP across multiple devices, 
locations, and platforms to reduce inefficiencies arising from siloed remote transformation and 
offering a comprehensive one-stop localized framework at lower TCO 

Highlights 
Background 
Tata Communications was an early mover in remote production workflow, primarily focusing on global 
premium sports content owners and aggregators. This has resulted in a Tier 1 customer portfolio of both 
traditional broadcasters and digital-born enterprises such as MotoGP, Star India, and Vista Worldlink. It has 
a niche market positioning attributable to its unique core backbone (an end-to-end private network 
infrastructure with 4,000 ISP interconnections enabling 30% of global IP transport). Initial customer 
acquisition was achieved with a low-latency-based centralized remote production workflow focusing on 
reducing human talent costs (i.e. live onsite resource utilization rates). Historically, Tata Communications 
has followed a unique expansion roadmap with steady investment in its legacy video transport capabilities 
(100G uncompressed video exchange, 36 points of presence, 300 media hotspots, and offering both private 
and hybrid deployment) along with building an end-to-end managed media contribution, production, and 
distribution ecosystem. The company has a narrow but growing partner ecosystem across both contribution 
and production workflows. The primary customer segmentation mix has traditionally been sports TV and 
video broadcasters, content owners, and aggregators. However, for the past 12–18 months Tata 
Communications has been reducing its dependence on these with expansion into newer broadcast TV and 
video (entertainment, news), digital service provider, and music and film entertainment markets. 

Current position 
In the past 12 months, the company has steadily moved from an event-specific (occasional one-time fees) 
to a long-tail recurring (annual fees) revenue mix. Furthermore, the end-to-end remote production value 
proposition has also enabled it to acquire a new customer base in the public broadcasting space. Although 
Tier 1 is still the dominant business activity for Tata Communications, it is gradually expanding its footprint 
across Tier 2 (Dorna Sports) and Tier 3 (VISTA) segments. The company’s growth strategy is to horizontally 
accelerate its live TV and video engagement touch points (motorsports, cricket, football, local news, 
regional news, etc.) to strengthen its geographical portfolio and its regional and local market share. 
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Furthermore, a flexible usage-based pricing model, guaranteed SLAs, and a unified managed remote 
production workflow from contribution and production to distribution will also help it to strengthen its 
market positioning across margin-pressed media enterprises in the long term. 

On the technology front, Tata Communications will focus on enabling the creation of a centralized remote 
production hub on IP and extending its support for building a decentralized virtual TV and video asset 
version factory at the edge to meet changing business requirements, paving the way for significant 
developments including 

▪ Extending low-latency-based live media transport functionality. Continuous expansion of POPs, 
bonded cellular partnerships, and capacity with a focus on Latin America in the short-to-medium term 

▪ Reducing TCO of workgroup collaboration. Prepackaged open source archiving and browser-based 
editing to offer cost-effective access to TV and video assets everywhere and creation of multifaceted 
versions of single media assets anywhere (60fps at low bandwidth) 

▪ Improving resource utilization rates. Prepackaged virtualized and third-party integration with 
ScheduALL (in a tie-up with Net Insight) to converge contribution and production workflows (i.e., 
centralization of multifaceted pre- and postproduction capabilities for better onsite and multilocation 
creative talent utilization and cost savings) 

▪ Enhancing niche resource retention rates. Pushing remote production workflow at the edge with an 
increase in edge compute nodes from 23 today to reduce dependencies on location-based talent and 
facilitate near-live remote version creation of single media assets (supporting concurrent access to ten 
applications and three production resources across three diverse locations) 

▪ Operational excellence and productivity. A horizontally diversified professional services portfolio 
including system integration (multidimensional remote production configuration integration layers), 
architecture design (contribution and distribution network), and in-stadium support (CCTV, Wi-Fi 
deployment, production teams, IP, etc.) 

▪ Vertically integrated resilient upstream live TV and video chain ecosystem. End-to-end management 
and 24×7 monitoring of the single media asset lifecycle (i.e., live media transport, pre- and 
postproduction of single media assets in both audio and video format, and an analytics-embedded 
multiple hybrid delivery configuration framework for each event) 

Its unified decentralized remote production on hybrid delivery configuration, financial stability, tightly 
integrated contribution and creative professional-centric partner ecosystem, and unilateral location-
agnostic sales team USPs position Tata Communications well to improve its regional and local market share 
in this highly fragmented space in the long run. 
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Data sheet 
Table 2: Data sheet: Tata Communications 

Product name Video Connect, Virtual production in cloud, Live 
Video Editing  

Product 
classification 

Managed 
remote 
production on 
IP services 

Version 
number 

n/a Release date n/a 

Industries 
covered 

Broadcast TV and video (sports, news, 
entertainment, public), digital service providers 
(cable TV, satellite TV, and telco-OTT), pure OTT 
TV and video services, sports franchises, music, 
and film entertainment 

Geographies 
covered 

Global 

Relevant 
company sizes 

All Licensing 
options 

Usage-based 
fees  

URL www.tatacommunications.com Routes to 
market 

Direct sales 

Company 
headquarters 

Mumbai, India Number of 
employees 

8,300 

Source: Omdia 

On the Radar: Net Insight 

Omdia view 
Net Insight’s ease of third-party integration, modular product offering, and open API-based orchestration 
and monitoring capabilities are key differentiators. Furthermore, its well-balanced customer portfolio, with 
growing penetration across not just Tier 1 and Tier 2 media enterprises but also niche segments such as 
enterprise video, music, and sports franchises, will enable long-tail competitive advantage. As each 
premium content owner will follow a highly tailored remote production IP roadmap, the company’s 
multidimensional deployment flexibility and prepackaged resource scheduling and planning module will 
accelerate new customer acquisition and help Net Insight to improve share of wallet per customer account 
in the long run. Finally, the open and virtualized architecture-based remote production offering at the edge 
will further strengthen its market positioning in Tier 1 and Tier 2 segments, especially in emerging markets 
with lower-bandwidth access. 

Key messages 
▪ Net Insight’s core competencies lie in converged cloud-based remote media transport on IP at scale, 

enabling premium content owners to meet continuously changing decentralized production workflow 
requirements globally. 
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▪ It follows an organic growth strategy with continuous long-tail investment into its modular product 
offering. R&D spend is around one-third of revenue. 

▪ Premium content owners such as broadcasters, digital service providers, and production enterprises 
investing in sports TV and video assets are the core business segment in 2020. Live concerts and 
enterprise video (primarily corporate communications) embarking on cloud-based remote production 
on IP journeys are the long-term growth opportunities for Net Insight. 

▪ North America and Western Europe are core markets, with Latin America, China, and India the next 
growth frontiers in the next two to three years. 

▪ Net Insight has followed a horizontally diversified balanced customer segmentation mix approach 
aimed at reducing its dependence on Tier 1 premium content owners in the long run. 

▪ Net Insight has a vertically differentiated indirect GTM strategy with long-tail tie-ups with digital 
service providers (Tata, The Switch), upstream media technology vendors (Grass Valley, Calrec), public 
cloud (Microsoft, AWS), and cloud TV and video production platforms. 

▪ The company offers a slightly narrow pricing model, but location-based per event customization will 
become necessary to strengthen retention rates in the long run. 

Why put Net Insight on your radar? 
Omdia’s ICT Enterprise Insights 2019/20 survey highlighted that 38% of premium content owners 
(broadcasters, digital service providers, sports franchises, and OTT TV and video services) will be pushing 
their media production workflow onto IP in the next three years. The survey further revealed that since the 
emergence of COVID-19, workgroup collaboration efficiencies, broadcast-grade quality from both remote 
centralized and decentralized locations, and reducing TCO are still the top three priorities of 39% of media 
enterprises over the next 12–18 months. This paves the way for building a highly agile, scalable, and open 
remote production ecosystem on IP in order to improve resource collaboration and utilization rates and 
provide secured multiformat production asset live media transport. Furthermore, as margins come under 
pressure—forcing increased focus on investments woven around local live engagement touch points 
(sports, news, entertainment)—this will gradually push enterprises to use a remote media transport 
solution on IP to enhance their operating margins without compromising broadcast quality and time to 
market. Net Insight’s four-pillar value proposition encompasses 

▪ Enabling remote production at scale at locations with low bandwidth and almost no fiber connectivity 

▪ Flexible, cost-effective, and one-stop sequential transition of multifaceted workflows, standards, 
applications, and systems on IP 

▪ Cloud-native product architecture and horizontally diversified deployment flexibility (on-premises, 
hybrid, and cloud) 

▪ Managed end-to-end network nodes monitoring, vertically integrated professional services offering, 
and modular resource planning, scheduling, and collaboration API 
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Highlights 
Background 
Remote production has been at the core of Net Insight’s long-term technology roadmap for almost a 
decade. Its flagship unified but modular live and remote media transport on IP ecosystem has traditionally 
enabled content owners, especially broadcasters, to manage live contribution workflow at lower TCO. 
Although initially customer acquisition was predominantly focused around cost synergies, Net Insight’s 
triple-pillar value proposition (live contribution, remote production focused primarily toward Tier 1 and Tier 
2 premium content owners, and cloud-based live remote contribution for Tier 3) along with ScheduAll 
(resource planning and scheduling) enabled accelerated production quality and efficiencies, resulting in the 
expansion of its footprint into newer segments such as music, film entertainment, and sports franchises. 
Historically, the company has built its value proposition around orchestration, security, scalable production 
quality anywhere, low-latency-based workgroup collaboration, and transfer of multidimensional media 
assets to edge CDNs. Its network synchronization and frame-alignment capabilities are vital for content 
owners migrating to IP. 

Furthermore, the company has a niche, but growing, technology and business partner ecosystem across 
production and distribution workflows, which includes players such as Calrec, Embrionix, Grass Valley, and 
Tata Communications. Finally, over the past 18–24 months, it has been gradually but steadily reducing its 
dependence on the core broadcast TV and video segment (sports make up more than a quarter of the 
customer segmentation mix) with expansion into music, film entertainment, sports franchises, and 
enterprise video. 

Current position 
In the past 12 months, the company has been aggressively diversifying its market presence with 
acceleration of its footprint across Latin America and Asia Pacific (primarily China and India). 

Although, it has a strong Tier 1 customer portfolio that includes Star India, Beijing Momenta Media, 
LinkedIn, and SVT, Tier 2 and Tier 3 account for close to two-thirds of Net Insight’s customer base. On the 
GTM strategy front, it has highly fragmented and long-tail indirect channel networks including digital service 
providers, technology vendors, public cloud, and cloud TV and video production platforms, but direct sales 
remain prominent in the Tier 1 broadcast TV and video segment. In the next 12 months, there will be a shift 
toward a “business as a partner with pre- and postproduction companies” approach to accelerate growth 
across emerging markets. Key long-term customer retention strategies in both core and noncore markets 
include a usage-based pricing model, negligible packet loss on unmanaged IP networks, and low-latency 
decentralized remote production at low bandwidth. Finally, the company’s organic (R&D spend at 30% of 
revenue) and inorganic (Aperi open and virtualized IP solution portfolio) developments help in creating a 
distributed single media asset version factory anytime, anywhere. 

Supporting traditional and next-generation IP standards, systems, and workflows and enabling media 
enterprises to build a cost-effective, low-latency remote production ecosystem are the primary visions for 
Net Insight’s technology roadmap. Some of the key differentiators are as follows: 

▪ Robust internal transformation roadmap change management. Supporting on-premises, hybrid, and 
cloud deployments configuration frameworks to enable premium content owners, especially 
broadcasters, to utilize their existing infrastructure and capacity 

▪ Reducing latency-based transport at lower bandwidth across emerging markets. Continuous support 
enhancement of newer IP technology protocols ST2110/2022 and RIST, and video-processing 
workflows (uncompressed media asset transport) 
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▪ Expansion into newer segments and better resource utilization rates. Migrating its resource planning, 
scheduling, and collaboration offerings to cloud-native architecture, enabling converged cloud and IP 
GTM and exploiting newer opportunities within niche segments, especially music and enterprise video 
(especially live streaming of corporate communications, training, and workgroup collaboration) 

▪ Strengthening live operational efficiency without compromising production quality. Expanding 
orchestration, virtualization, and edge capabilities to reduce IP transformation inefficiencies, resulting 
in reduced time to market 

▪ Resilient multifaceted distributed single media asset version factory. Open APIs, standardization, and 
third-party integration to extend support to multifaceted IP and legacy systems, continually meeting 
changing business requirements (real-time orchestration layer) 

▪ Consistent, resilient live TV and video asset transport at lower TCO everywhere. End-to-end 
managed automated (provisioning and network bandwidth allocation) unprecedented quality of 
performance (QoP) for contribution services monitoring across multiple distribution nodes in real time 
(Nimbra Vision API). In the next two years, the company plans to improve its predictive analytics 
monitoring and network management with pre-embedded cognitive services. 

Finally, in the next 12–18 months, it plans to offer a tailored per event pricing model to improve both its 
regional and its local market share across Tier 3 and Tier 4 businesses within the esports, enterprise video 
(training), and music (film awards) segments in the long run. 

Data sheet 
Table 3: Data sheet: Net Insight 

Product name Nimbra Product 
classification 

Remote media 
transport solution 
on IP 

Version 
number 

n/a Release date n/a 

Industries 
covered 

Broadcast TV and video (sports, news, 
entertainment, public), digital service 
providers (cable TV, satellite TV, and telco-
OTT), pure OTT TV and video services, 
sports franchises, music, film 
entertainment, and enterprise video 
(corporate communications) 

Geographies 
covered 

Global 

Relevant 
company sizes 

All Licensing 
options 

Usage- and 
subscription-based 
fees 

URL www.netinsight.com Routes to 
market 

Direct sales, digital 
service providers, 
technology 
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vendors, and 
system integrators 

Company 
headquarters 

Solna (Sweden) Number of 
employees 

198 

Source: Omdia 

On the Radar: LTN Global 

Omdia view 
LTN Global has followed a slightly niche but unique inorganic expansion-based growth and customer-
acquisition strategy in the highly competitive remote production on IP landscape. Although the company 
still lacks a strong market and diverse customer portfolio, its tightly integrated remote contribution, 
production, and distribution on IP ecosystem is well placed to meet changing live content supply chain 
needs in the next two to three years. Furthermore, its continuous investments in technology upgrades to 
enrich content value, exploit contextual monetization avenues, and achieve cost-effective multiplatform 
reach will enable it to accelerate penetration across the enterprise video, live music, and entertainment 
segments in the long run. As migration to an agile and scalable remote production on IP workflow remains a 
highly capital-intensive transformation project, LTN Global’s RPOC-as-a-service offering will witness higher 
adoption across not just digital-born enterprises but also traditional media enterprises embarking on the 
next wave of the connected live TV and video transformation journey. Finally, its direct-sales-based GTM 
strategy will further improve customer retention rates across the next growth frontiers such as EMEA and 
Asia Pacific in the next two to three years. 

Key messages 
▪ LTN Global’s USP lies in its core highly resilient, scalable, and guaranteed SLA-backed IP media 

transport network with its foundation predominantly woven around rich media assets (TV and video). 

▪ The flagship competency is end-to-end unified but modular remote content supply chain on IP 
capabilities (including contribution, production, and distribution workflows) with highly flexible pricing 
(per event, hourly, and per channel) and negligible lock-in periods. 

▪ LTN’s primary differentiation is its managed RPOC to assist in significantly reducing TCO and 
strengthening its penetration across Tier 3 and Tier 4 segments. 

▪ Sports-centric premium content owners (broadcasters, franchises, and esports) lead the customer 
base for LTN’s Flex offering in 2019. 

▪ The company plans to extend its footprint into the enterprise video (town halls and investor and 
corporate communications), music (live music concerts), and film entertainment (short-form videos, 
live awards) segments in the next 18–24 months. 

▪ It has a well-balanced customer segmentation mix, with Tier 1 and Tier 2 premium content owners 
constituting close to two-thirds of its customer portfolio. 

▪ North America remains the largest market, with EMEA emerging as the next growth frontier in the 
next 12–18 months. 
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▪ Although direct sales is the main GTM strategy, it is gradually diversifying into indirect channel 
networks via strategic partnerships with technology vendors in 2020. 

Why put LTN Global on your radar? 
Omdia’s postpandemic trade interviews revealed that ultra-low-latency IP transport anywhere, a unified 
centralized remote production value chain, and managed multiplatform ingest and workgroup collaboration 
at scale are the three core vendor procurement factors for 28% of premium content owners globally in the 
next 12–18 months. Furthermore, as margins come under pressure—mainly for Tier 2 and Tier 3 enterprises 
focusing on strengthening their local live media asset repositories to reduce the cost of content acquisition 
and churn—this paves the way for embracing managed RPOC as a service on IP. Therefore, LTN Global’s 
capabilities to offer a dual deployment configuration framework to enable premium content owners to 
build their own centralized production capacity remotely and its RPOC as a service are vital USPs in this 
highly fragmented landscape. Some of its significant long-tail core competencies are as follows: 

▪ Cloud-native and IP preconfigured content supply chain from media acquisition to engagement 
workflows across both live and remote environments (hybrid frameworks tailored for each media 
enterprise) 

▪ Ultra-low-latency-based creation and distribution of multiple versions of single media assets 
everywhere to assist in cost-effectively exploiting new monetization avenues 

▪ Support for horizontally diversified deployment flexibility (on-premises, hybrid, and cloud) to 
continuously meet changing business requirements and higher backend infrastructure co-relation, 
resulting in lower TCO and business continuity risk 

▪ A converged and lean remote production and engagement ecosystem across multiple platforms, both 
linear and digital, at scale 

Highlights 
Background 
LTN Global was founded to address the rich-media-centric latency business priority faced by most premium 
content owners a couple of years back. This led to the company launching its flagship distributed media 
transport on IP network, primarily focusing on news and sports occasional-use workflows and TV networks 
with a 24×7 channel portfolio. The core value proposition was extended toward media enterprises (such as 
sports and news broadcasters, esports, sports franchises, and enterprise video) investing in timebound 
projects. LTN has been at the forefront of embracing cloud-native technologies and investments in a 24×7 
managed services operations center. Its primary network operations center delivers a scalable media 
distribution workflow based on ultra-low latency (300ms) to extend global reach at lower TCO. In the past 
12–18 months, the company has been steadily expanding its value proposition with strategic acquisitions of 
Niles Media, Crystal, and Make.tv assets. These assets have resulted in horizontal diversification of its core 
capabilities across the content supply chain beyond media transport on IP as follows: 

▪ Laid the foundation of its RPOC along with enriching capabilities across the downstream content 
supply chain (i.e., graphics, closed-captioning, playback across both linear and live TV and video asset 
repositories) 

▪ Enhancement around multiplatform monetization at scale, metadata unification and monitoring, 
broadcast automation, and playout integration capabilities 
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▪ Streamlining multichannel search, syndication, discovery, publishing, and UX/UI personalization 
workflows to improve operational productivity and exploit new digital engagement avenues 

Traditionally, LTN’s Flex, an end-to-end managed remote production on IP services offering, has been built 
to reduce TCO without compromising production quality, to manage hybrid deployment configuration 
complexities (including IP migration from satellite and fiber), and to enhance operational efficiencies 
(leveraging a public cloud environment and volumetric centralization of production capacity). Tier 1 
customers such as Viacom/MTV, Disney/ABC/ESPN, Fox Corp, and Major League Baseball have been leading 
business segments, with esports and enterprise video fast emerging in the past six to eight months globally. 
Although the company has a slight dependency on its core home market of the US, it is gradually expanding 
footprint into EMEA and Asia Pacific to reduce market risks in the long run. Finally, a flexible per event, 
hourly, and per channel pricing approach has helped it to maintain a highly balanced customer 
segmentation mix for the past four to five years. 

Current position 
Direct sales are the most prominent GTM strategy, followed globally by LTN across both home and 
emerging markets. However, it is slowly moving toward indirect channel networks with strategic 
partnerships with technology vendors such as Encompass Digital Media and AWS to improve incremental 
customer acquisition rates. Furthermore, the company plans to strengthen its local and regional market 
penetration across enterprise video, music, and film entertainment segments in the next 18–24 months. Its 
resilient ultra-low-latency (guaranteed less than 300ms anywhere, everywhere) media transport on IP and 
multidimensional signaling aggregation remain the pivotal factors at the core of LTN Global’s customer 
acquisition strategy. The company’s multifaceted remote production on IP framework dynamics will enable 
it to retain customers in the long run by 

▪ Providing an agile unified contribution, production, and downstream content supply chain workflow to 
enable premium content owners to build a scalable cost-effective end-to-end managed centralized 
production capacity 

▪ Leveraging its managed RPOC along with an efficient and orchestrated collaborative ecosystem 
anytime, everywhere (between production teams, onsite workforce, and audiences) 

On the technology front, LTN has aggressively focused on strengthening its capabilities around 

▪ Wireless remote production with cellular bonded alliances and WebRTC workflows to deliver 
consistent low-latency capability across multifaceted locations at lower TCO 

▪ Concurrent ingest, workgroup, and multiplatform distribution across multiple geographies, devices, 
and user base at scale to improve economies of scale and scope 

▪ Vertical integration of professional services, especially architecture design assisting multifaceted 
workgroup collaboration everywhere at lower TCO to safeguard profitability margins in the long run 

▪ Pre-embedded cognitive services and tight mobile integration to enrich production efficiencies 
everywhere 
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Data sheet 
Table 4: Data sheet: LTN Global 

Product name LTN Flex, Live Video Cloud, LTN Wave and 
LTN OU Transport (global IP transport 
network)  

Product 
classification 

Managed remote 
production on IP 
Services  

Version 
number 

n/a Release date n/a 

Industries 
covered 

Broadcast TV and video (sports, news, 
entertainment, public), esports, sports 
franchises, pure-play OTT services, and 
enterprise video 

Geographies 
covered 

Global 

Relevant 
company sizes 

All Licensing 
options 

Usage-based fees 
(per event, per 
channel, per hour)  

URL www.ltnglobal.com Routes to 
market 

Direct sales, 
technology 
vendors 

Company 
headquarters 

Maryland (US) Number of 
employees 

210 

Source: Omdia 

On the Radar: EditShare 

Omdia view 
EditShare’s multifaceted remote production on IP ecosystem support for system and deployment 
configuration and local markets remains the chief differentiator. The company’s continuous organic 
investment in a cloud-native architecture production asset management portfolio and its well-balanced 
customer segmentation across both media and enterprise video segments will assist in long-term 
sustainability. As the need for location-agnostic production from anywhere without offsetting profitability 
and quality becomes the new normal, EditShare’s proxy editing, secured file-lifecycle monitoring, and 
bandwidth-centric reimaging of the production asset value chain via leveraging its professional services 
catalog will enhance new customer acquisition across Tier 2 and Tier 3 segments in the long run. Finally, its 
indirect-channel-based GTM strategy will further improve long-tail penetration and customer retention 
rates across emerging markets such as Asia Pacific and Latin America in the next 12–18 months. 

Key messages 
▪ EditShare’s core competencies lie in its file optimization system, cloud-native production support, 

fingerprint-based single media asset monitoring, and vertically integrated professional services, 
helping to reduce remote production TCO and improve consistent workgroup collaboration at scale. 
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▪ Broadcasters and digital service providers are the flagship customer segments, contributing more than 
four-fifths of revenue mix in 2019. 

▪ Entertainment (TV and film content) and public broadcast segments are the primary business 
activities; enterprise video (especially corporate communications and educational institutions), sports 
franchises, and music videos are emerging growth frontiers in the next 18–24 months. 

▪ North America and EMEA are the leading markets, accounting for more than three-quarters of the 
customer portfolio, with Asia Pacific moving fast in the next 18 months. 

▪ Although on-premises dominates the deployment configurations for EditShare, the company plans to 
focus on cloud and hybrid, which are forecast to generate close to a quarter of revenue by 2022. 

▪ Its strong Tier 1 referenceable customer mix includes UEFA, NASA’s JPL, Deutsche Fussball Liga, CEU 
Valencia University, Endemol Shine, Fox Turkey, and Brown Bag films. 

▪ The company is continually building a wide partner ecosystem woven around remote contribution 
(Signiant, IBM Aspera), production (Avid, Blackmagic, Apple, Grass Valley, Imagine Communications), 
and cloud backend (AWS, Alibaba, and Tencent). 

Why put EditShare on your radar? 
Omdia’s postpandemic trade interviews highlighted that workgroup collaboration across multiple locations 
at scale, secured media asset transport everywhere, and lower TCO remain the three leading live 
production pain points for 38% of premium content owners in the next 18–24 months. The survey also 
revealed that 35% of the enterprise video segment demands a unified remote production value chain from 
high-definition ingest, security with AD single sign-on, a converged media asset repository, local data 
compliance, and collaboration at scale on IP to maintain competitive edge and engagement rates in the long 
run. This will eventually push enterprises to use an agile, secured, and scalable remote production asset 
management workflow. Some of the primary value propositions offered by EditShare for both premium 
content owners and enterprise video segments are as follows: 

▪ Multidimensional support for codecs, workflows, and file formats 

▪ Clustered file framework with near-live version creation (i.e., enabling creative professionals to edit in 
ingest mode) 

▪ End-to-end single media asset lifecycle monitoring capabilities to offer remote access and workgroup 
collaboration authentication at scale 

▪ A one-stop production asset management solution for ingest, media asset management, storage, 
editing, project management, graphics, and industry-specific third-party backend integrations 
(including public cloud service providers) at lower TCO 

▪ Guaranteed SLA-based tightly integrated professional services and orchestration functionalities to 
reduce long-term remote production insufficiencies 

Highlights 
Background 
Remote production has been at the core of EditShare’s growth strategy for close to a decade, resulting in a 
steady push toward a cloud-based modular approach across media acquisition (ingest, file QC), archiving 
(media asset management, storage), and multidimensional version creation (editing, workgroup 
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collaboration, project management). Although traditionally the company has aggressively focused on on-
premises deployment, it is shifting toward both hybrid and pure cloud support to assist with customer 
diversification in the long run. On-premises still dominates, controlling most deployments, but EditShare 
estimates that both hybrid and cloud combined will account for a quarter of business by 2022. In the past 
three to four years, EditShare has followed an aggressive business expansion mode: 

▪ Strategic investment in professional services, cloud development and management, and its sales and 
marketing workforce (its number of professional services staff doubled between 2016 and 2019) 

▪ A strengthened footprint in Asia Pacific with aggressive expansion in Singapore 

▪ Expansion into China to extend local and regional presence in the long run 

▪ Improved cooperative collaboration (including a development team) with public-cloud vendors 

This has enabled the company to achieve double-digit growth in the past three to four years and has led to 
investment from ParkerGale Capital to further fuel cloud-native product deployment migration and extend 
on-premises deployment support in multiple markets. EditShare’s triple-pillar value proposition 
encompasses 

▪ FLOW Story. Remote real-time creation of multifaceted versions of single TV and video assets along 
with prebundled third-party integrations with editing, graphics, and closed-captioning solutions 

▪ AirFLOW. Remote unified review and approval workgroup collaboration across multiple devices, 
locations, and platforms 

▪ FLOW Automation. Workflow orchestration of the upstream content supply chain (i.e., media 
acquisition, data wrangling, archiving, and postproduction workflows) 

This helps in diversification of the customer and market portfolio. In 2019, broadcasters and digital service 
providers were the primary customer base, with entertainment and public broadcasting segments 
constituting almost half of total revenue mix. EditShare's referenceable customer portfolio includes UEFA, 
Deutsche Fussball Liga, CEU Valencia University, Endemol Shine, Fox Turkey, and Brown Bag films. 

Current position 
The company has a GTM strategy based on indirect channels. This has helped it aggressively expand its 
footprint across newer niche TV and video segments such as enterprise video (especially corporate 
communications, training, educational institutes), ad agencies, sports franchises, and film entertainment in 
the past 12 months. The localized GTM strategy, in close collaboration with channel partners and system 
integrators (SIs), is vital, but it is also building an industry-specific partner ecosystem to offer a diverse 
remote production transformation and deployment configuration framework tailored to each enterprise. 
Although North America and EMEA are the main markets for EditShare, accounting for more than three-
quarters of its customer portfolio, it is steadily increasing penetration across Asia Pacific, especially in China 
(supporting short-form TV and video production remotely on IP), in the next 18–24 months. Furthermore, 
because its pricing is built around a monthly and annual perpetual licensing and subscription (on-premises) 
model, it is important to offer location-tailored flexibility to accelerate its retention rates in the long run. 

EditShare has significantly enhanced its remote workgroup collaboration and asset management 
capabilities to accelerate resource utilization rates, improve business continuity, increase operational ROI, 
and reduce TCO. Some of the significant developments are as follows: 

▪ Multilayered orchestration support for more than 550 file formats and containers 
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▪ Preintegrated seamless proxy editing with both block and object storage plug-in to reduce remote 
production TCO by more than 45% 

▪ Fingerprint-based single media asset monitoring (i.e., tracking single file and media asset touch points) 
to reduce prelaunch revenue leakage and redundancy-based storage costs 

▪ Expansion of professional services capabilities (consulting, system integration) to enrich workgroup 
collaboration at scale 

▪ Horizontally diversified flexible deployment configuration modes supporting on-premises, hybrid, and 
cloud in collaboration with AWS, Tencent, and Alibaba Cloud 

▪ Reducing inefficiencies across the complex remote production workflow with continuous expansion of 
its partner ecosystem woven around media acquisition (Signiant, IBM Aspera), archiving (Avid, 
Blackmagic , Grass Valley, Imagine Communications), and production (Elemental, Adobe, NewTek), and 
cloud backend (AWS, Alibaba, and Tencent) 

▪ Ease of interoperability and access for creative professionals anywhere, everywhere through its 
automation and orchestration functionalities 

Finally, in the next 12–18 months, EditShare plans to offer a tailored per event pricing model to improve its 
regional and local market share across Tier 3 and Tier 4 businesses within sectors such as esports, enterprise 
video (training), and music (film awards) in the long run. 

Finally, as decentralized remote production on IP becomes the norm in the next couple of years, EditShare’s 
unified, secured, and automated production asset management solution will strengthen its market share in 
both core markets and emerging ones such as Latin America and Asia Pacific. 

Data sheet 
Table 5: Data sheet: EditShare 

Product name FLOW Control, FLOW Story, AirFLOW, FLOW 
Automation 

Product 
classification 

Remote 
production asset 
management on 
IP 

Version 
number 

2020 Release date September 2019 

Industries 
covered 

Broadcast TV and video (sports, news, 
entertainment, public), digital service 
providers (satellite TV and telco-OTT), pure 
OTT TV and video services, ad agencies, post 
production, and enterprise video (education, 
corporate communications, and training) 

Geographies 
covered 

Global 

Relevant 
company sizes 

All Licensing 
options 

Perpetual, 
subscription 
(monthly, annual) 
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per event, per 
hour 

URL www.editshare.com Routes to 
market 

Local and regional 
resellers, SIs, and 
direct sales 

Company 
headquarters 

Boston (US) Number of 
employees 

170 

Source: Omdia 

On the Radar: Zixi 

Omdia view 
As local live TV and video asset repository become crucial differentiators for most premium content owners, 
Zixi’s guaranteed near-real-time remote contribution on IP capabilities are well positioned to meet this new 
business requirement. Its usage-based pricing, integrated professional services, and wide partner ecosystem 
will serve to strengthen market share across core markets (North America and EMEA) and to expand 
footprint in emerging markets (Asia Pacific and Latin America). In the next 18–24 months, the push toward a 
direct-sales-based GTM strategy will also enable Zixi to improve its presence across the enterprise video 
segment (where there is a preference for technology vendors with industry-specific solutions and direct 
procurement cycles). Finally, improved investments in AI-embedded latency and congestion-optimization 
capabilities will facilitate a higher IT share of wallet per customer and niche differentiation across the highly 
fragmented remote production on IP landscape. 

Key messages 
▪ Zixi’s primary core competencies are woven around a cost-effective ultra-low-latency end-to-end 

remote contribution platform as a service, horizontally diversified professional services, and its wide 
cloud-native upstream content supply chain partner ecosystem to achieve a reduction of TCO and 
near-real-time remote production scheduling at scale (onboarding new channels and events in real 
time). 

▪ Broadcasters and digital service providers are the largest customer segments, accounting for more 
than 90% of revenue in 2019. 

▪ In the next 12–18 months, the company plans to aggressively expand its footprint in the enterprise 
video space, especially in education, healthcare, financial institutions, and government, through 
leveraging its third-party indirect sales network. 

▪ North America and EMEA are the leading markets, accounting for close to 80% of total workforce in 
2019. 

▪ It has a strong Tier 1 referenceable customer base that includes NHL, BT Sports, Fox, Charter NBC, 
Verizon, T-Mobile, and AMC. 

▪ Zixi has a strong recurring-revenue mix, predominantly generated through long-tail relationships with 
broadcasters (entertainment and news), telcos, and pure-play OTT platform owners. 
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▪ Direct sales is the main GTM strategy in core markets, with indirect channels dominating in emerging 
markets such as Asia Pacific. 

▪ The company has a dual pricing model, but a usage-based (per GB) fee is the primary approach to 
strengthen its market share across Tier 4 premium content owners in the long run. 

▪ It has strong strategic partnerships centered on managed services with Encompass, Red Bee media, 
and Telstra, but reducing third-party dependencies to enhance IT share of wallet per customer in the 
next two to three years will be vital for competitive edge. 

Why put Zixi on your radar? 
In Omdia’s postpandemic trade interviews, 26% of premium content owners with high investments in 
timebound projects such as sports, live concerts, and enterprise video said their top three challenges in the 
next 18 months were 

▪ Improving resource utilization and attrition rates in an environment of declining selling, general, and 
administrative expense budgets 

▪ Near real-time version creation to safeguard content-spend ROI without disruption to business 
continuity 

▪ Rich media asset transport efficiencies across both legacy and next-generation IP systems 

Furthermore, the interviews also revealed that as margins come under pressure, 30% of premium content 
owners will focus on technologies that give them consistent access to a multifaceted media asset repository 
irrespective of network conditions and without offsetting cost synergies. This will eventually push 
enterprises to leverage ultra-low-latency-based remote contribution on IP, tightly integrated with 
downstream content supply chain workflows to enable them to migrate to an efficient, decentralized 
remote production ecosystem at scale. Some of the main value propositions offered by Zixi for both 
premium content owners and enterprise video segments are as follows: 

▪ Customizing latency on existing legacy systems, workflows, and network conditions to meet efficiency 
and ROI requirements 

▪ Multidimensional support for IP codecs, workflows, and file formats 

▪ One-stop monitoring analytics for not just the single media asset lifecycle but also network and media 
logistics workflow on both managed and unmanaged IP 

▪ Guaranteed ultra-low latency (below three seconds) along with tightly integrated professional services 
and orchestration functionalities to reduce long-term remote production insufficiencies 

Highlights 
Background 
Since its inception in 2006, Zixi has been at the forefront of cloud-based unified media contribution 
platforms, assisting premium content owners (especially broadcasters) to capture, source, ingest, and 
transport media assets (video, audio, files) to centralized production facilities. Its system-, workflow-, and 
device-agnostic delivery of multifaceted single media asset versions on both open and private IP without 
compromising quality has enabled the company to secure early-stage capital funding from Schooner Capital 
worth $4 million (2011–15). Furthermore, Zixi has a market-driver-based customer acquisition strategy so 
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has been an early mover into building a strong vertically integrated partner ecosystem across the content 
supply chain. Some of its significant strategic partnerships in the past two to three years are shown in Table 
6. 

Table 6: Zixi, strategic partnerships 

Partnership Key notes 

Imagine 
Communications 

Strengthening its agile ingest and distribution capabilities to reduce TCO and 
improve scale 

ATEME Extension to compression formats with add-on MPEG Media Transport to 
improve reliability of transport on open IP  

Harmonic Supporting TV and video production within a hybrid business environment 

AWS Reducing remote media transport TCO through leveraging IP contribution 

Encompass Converged remote media logistics workflow (i.e., streamlined media 
contribution to the distribution ecosystem) 

Red Bee Extending IP-based signal transport capabilities along with managed services 
value add-on 

Synamedia Ease of migration from satellite to terrestrial along with virtualization of TV 
and video logistics workflow 

Net Insight Strengthening interoperability across the public-cloud-based IP contribution 
workflow 

Vimond Preintegrated cloud-based editing on IP 

Microsoft Tight integration with Blob storage to enable lean media distribution 
workflow 

Source: Omdia 

The company’s long-tail modular approach has helped to strengthen its market share of not just Tier 1 
(Disney, Verizon, WarnerMedia, Fox, BBC, NHL) but also Tier 4 (InsightTV, FashionTV) premium content 
owners, reducing cashflow margin risks. Historically, it has built its value proposition around 

▪ Zen Master. End-to-end automation, orchestration, and monitoring of single media assets at scale 
across multiple connected systems and devices on both open and private IP networks to accelerate 
remote production everywhere 

▪ Protocols. Continuous expansion of multiformat protocols standardization and support to improve 
quality of performance, encompassing negligible packet loss and jitters across unmanaged IP networks 
anywhere 
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▪ Video solution and enabled network. Tightly integrated live media transport on IP framework with 
ultra-low-latency, predictive error-free delivery, and close to 45% packet-loss recovery. It also creates 
highly adaptive network conditions to meet changing contribution and production requirements (from 
centralized to decentralized, on-premises to cloud and virtualization, etc.). 

In 2019, broadcasters and digital service providers were the main customer base, with the entertainment, 
news, and sports broadcasting segments providing almost half of total revenue. Zixi leverages its managed 
services partnership ecosystem to address enterprise video, music, and film entertainment, because the 
three combined generated only a single-digit percentage of revenue in the past 12 months. North America 
remains the dominant business market, followed by EMEA. 

Current position 
In North America, the company follows a direct-sales GTM approach, while in Asia Pacific it focuses mainly 
on indirect channel networks (technology vendors, resellers, and SIs). Although the core pricing model 
globally is based on usage (per GB) fees, Zixi also offers transparent annual fixed fees resulting in gradual 
expansion into newer emerging markets such as Singapore, Malaysia, Taiwan, and Australia. It plans to 
reduce its dependence on third-party indirect channel networks in the long term by extending its direct-
sales presence in the next two to three years. Furthermore, the company will be aggressively expanding its 
footprint into the enterprise-video space across the education, healthcare, financial, and government 
segments by 2022. 

Zixi has been continually investing in helping premium content owners to enhance stream redundancies 
through backup and disaster recovery capabilities, latency and network congestion optimization through 
use of AI, and accelerating newer IP broadcast systems (ATSC) and protocol (WebRTC, HEVC) support to 
enable consistent unprecedented live TV and video transport across vibrant remote contribution and 
production workflows. Some of the key technology roadmap and capabilities are 

▪ A converged multilayered (network, live logistics, and media asset) analytics module enabling real-time 
monitoring of rich media anomalies (error, data insufficiencies), helping to safeguard production 
quality throughput and efficiencies 

▪ Reduced TCO for transfer of captured media assets (video, audio, and auxiliary data) to multiple 
locations, systems, and devices, depending on bandwidth achieved through multidimensional 
protocols (MPEG-2, H.264/AVC, H.265/HEVC, and JPEG 2000), and latency-adjustment functionality up 
to three seconds 

▪ Tight mobile integration to enable remote collaboration anytime, everywhere (i.e., a mobile 
application for accessing content and building DIY video solutions using iOS and Android SDKs) 

▪ Orchestration and automation capabilities to enrich production volumes and productivity through 
unprecedented unified consistent delivery of media assets within newsrooms, production teams, and 
third-party strategic business partners 

▪ Highly horizontally diversified professional services (consulting, system integration, and architecture 
design) to support both centralized and decentralized remote production on IP frameworks 

▪ Multidevice-agnostic ingest and secured multidimensional contribution paths (open and private IP) 
depending on network configuration to improve long-term resource utilization rates across any 
location (also streamlining talent acquisition costs) 
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Data sheet 
Table 7: Data sheet: Zixi 

Product name Software-Defined Video Platform Product 
classification 

Remote media 
transport 
solution on IP 

Version 
number 

n/a Release date n/a 

Industries 
covered 

Broadcasters (sports, news, entertainment, 
and public TV), digital service providers 
(cable, satellite, telco-OTT), sports franchises, 
enterprise video, music, and film 

Geographies 
covered 

Global 

Relevant 
company sizes 

All Licensing 
options 

Usage-based 
(per GB) fees, 
annual fixed 
fees 

URL www.zixi.com Routes to 
market 

Direct sales and 
local and 
regional 
resellers 

Company 
headquarters 

Waltham (US) Number of 
employees 

60+ 

Source: Omdia 
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Citation policy 
Request external citation and usage of Omdia research and data via citations@omdia.com. 

Omdia consulting 
We hope that this analysis will help you make informed and imaginative business decisions. If you have 
further requirements, Omdia’s consulting team may be able to help you. For more information about 
Omdia’s consulting capabilities, please contact us directly at consulting@omdia.com. 

Copyright notice and disclaimer 
The Omdia research, data and information referenced herein (the “Omdia Materials”) are the copyrighted 
property of Informa Tech and its subsidiaries or affiliates (together “Informa Tech”) and represent data, 
research, opinions or viewpoints published by Informa Tech, and are not representations of fact. 

The Omdia Materials reflect information and opinions from the original publication date and not from the 
date of this document. The information and opinions expressed in the Omdia Materials are subject to 
change without notice and Informa Tech does not have any duty or responsibility to update the Omdia 
Materials or this publication as a result. 

Omdia Materials are delivered on an “as-is” and “as-available” basis. No representation or warranty, 
express or implied, is made as to the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information, 
opinions and conclusions contained in Omdia Materials. 

To the maximum extent permitted by law, Informa Tech and its affiliates, officers, directors, employees and 
agents, disclaim any liability (including, without limitation, any liability arising from fault or negligence) as to 
the accuracy or completeness or use of the Omdia Materials. Informa Tech will not, under any circumstance 
whatsoever, be liable for any trading, investment, commercial or other decisions based on or made in 
reliance of the Omdia Materials. 
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